Rental of Android devices with Class 1, Division 1 intrinsic safety ratings from MSA service centers provides easy, affordable access to wireless devices for use with MSA gas detectors. Wireless gas detection can be used to improve effectiveness and safety in many applications.

- Lone worker safety
- Confined space
- Hole watch
- Pilot / trial projects
- Remote sampling
- Instrument maintenance
- Turnarounds
- Compliance and safety management

STAY CONNECTED
With alerts from the field.

- Live gas readings
- Text-based alarm notification
- Man-down alarms
- Non-compliance warnings
- Sampling and calibration reports

WORK SMARTER
With the ALTAIR Connect app

- Update detector settings
- Email calibration details
- Create notification groups
- Get compliance reminders

ECOM Smart-Ex 01

The ECom Smart-Ex 01 is a rugged, unlocked CSA-Rated Class 1, Division 1 Android device that is designed for industrial applications. The ECom Smart-EX is the same platform as the SONIM XP7.

Each device has MSA Connect app installed to provide real-time gas detection readings, alarms, sampling mode, instrument setup, and basic compliance information.

- IP68-dust proof, waterproof
- NFC functionality for easy pairing
- Bluetooth 4.0/Bluetooth Low Energy
- 1,000 hours standby battery life
- GPS-enabled
- WiFi
- 4G/LTE connectivity

The device is unlocked to accept your existing SIM card or prepaid/purchased wireless plan to allow for automated text messaging of alarms with device location.

Rental of these devices gives you flexibility to experience the latest in wireless gas detection with minimal investment.

Contact MSA Customer Service at 1-800-672-2222 for more information or an MSA service center for pricing and availability.

Note: This Bulletin contains only a general description of the products shown. While product uses and performance capabilities are generally described, the products shall not, under any circumstances, be used by untrained or unqualified individuals. The products shall not be used until the product instructions/user manual, which contains detailed information concerning the proper use and care of the products, including any warnings or cautions, have been thoroughly read and understood. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MSA operates in over 40 countries worldwide. To find an MSA office near you, please visit MSAsafety.com/offices.